New & Improved
Simply Brilliant Hard Floor Finish.

Insist on Whiteley Industrial when ordering your hard floor care products

BENEFITS:
> NEW FORMULATION
> Reduces Scuffing on Flooring
> Extended Wear Life
> Ultra High Gloss Levels
> Fast drying and extremely durable
> Leaves a deep, clear finish
> Non yellowing, resists discolouration
> Excellent levelling properties
Brilliance has been reformulated with improved scuff
resistance and even higher gloss levels. You will see an
improvement in the durability and wear life of the polish.
New & Improved Brilliance now leads the world in high
gloss hard floor finishes.

Brilliance is excellent for use on hard floor surfaces including:
terrazzo, vinyl tiles, granite, vinyl sheeting, tiles and slate.
Brilliance can be used as a one step sealer finish which gives
contractors a simple system that is easy to maintain. Brilliance
provides excellent gloss and outstanding depth.
Ground breaking research into
modified acrylic copolymers has lead
to the development of Brilliance,
a product which eliminates the
need for a sealer and a finish
therefore reducing time and costs
as well as simplifying stock control.
Brilliance also has excellent levelling
characteristics allowing for an even
finish with minimal effort.

For more information about Whiteley Industrial products
visit www.whiteley.com.au or call the Product Support Hotline on 1800 833 566

FLOOR STRIPPERS

How to achieve the most durable floor finish?

Xpoly8

Achieving a durable floor finish is best done by using Impact as a two-coat base sealer followed
by four coats of Brilliance. Impact is best used in areas of high traffic such as loading docks
and checkout areas because it has a high-solids formulation. It will increase the durability and
longevity of the floor and will reduce the need to strip as often.

High performance floor stripper.
XPOLY8 is a low odour, fast acting,
labour saving method for removing
floor finishes and wax sealers with a
minimum of scrubbing.

Zip Strip
Butyl based stripper, extremely fast
acting. Does not require neutralising.

FLOOR SEALERS
Brilliance
Ultra high gloss. Quick drying and
extremely durable. One step system for
vinyl. Provides the perfect finish for Impact
for terrazzo and stone. Burnishable from
250-2000 rpm.

Thermaglo Plus
For use on all types of floors from
vinyl to timber and terrazzo. One step
product. Burnishable using 250 rpm to
2000 rpm machines.

Impact
Low maintenance sealer with a high
gloss finish. A clear non-yellowing, UV
resistant semi-permanent sealer for use
on hard floor surfaces including vinyl,
stone, tiles, terrazzo and concrete. Has
excellent levelling properties and is
resistant to scratching and scuffing

How to spot a dirty floor?
There are two things that you need to look out for:
> 1 . A build up of debris where the floor and walls meet, and
> 2.
 A loss of shine on the surface.
If there is a build up of debris you many need to review dilution rates and your maintenance
schedule. If the polish has gone from the surface then it is definitely time to strip and reseal your
floor. The benefit of this process is you will remove all the debris, replace the gloss especially
where there is a high incidence of traffic and enhance the overall appearance of your store.

Why does my floor look dull and scuffed?
General wear and tear caused by the rigours of daily traffic will naturally degrade the quality of the
polish over time. Rejuven8 should be used in your maintenance schedule as it will replenish and
protect the surface of your floor.

How do I know when to strip the floor?
A full strip needs to be carried out when the surface of the floor can no longer be restored by
routine maintenance. Use Xpoly8 for a faster emulsifying stripper.

Are your products slip resistant?
Yes! Whiteley hard floor sealers are slip resistant according to A/NZS4663. Regular use of Rejuven8
or Glokleen in your maintenance schedule will also increase floor grip.

Handy Hint (for slippery floors)
Clean the floor thoroughly using Tempo HD (dilute 1 to 60), and if possible while still
wet scrub the floor using a buffing machine with a blue pad. Remove the solution with a
clean mop. Allow the floor to dry and then buff again using a clean red pad until the floor
surface is clear. Recoat the floor surface with two light coats of Brilliance (use a dedicated
polish mop and bucket).

FLOOR MAINTENANCE
Tempo HD
Heavy duty neutral detergent. Suitable
for cleaning all types of floors and
surfaces. Low foaming, non-perfumed
formula. Provides high performance
cleaning to keep floors like new.

Rejuven8
A neutral multi-purpose cleaner and
maintainer designed to enhance the
appearance of worn floors finishes.
Increase the durability of floor finishes
and enhances gloss levels. Effectively
repairs scratches and reduces the
appearance of scuffing - black heal
marks, ground in dirt and surface
scratches.

Why is my floor starting to look yellow?
Yellow floors are a typically an indication that you may be either using too much maintainer, or
the polish is getting old and worn, especially in areas of high traffic. It is suggested that you either
wash off the old maintainer, or strip and reseal to bring back the gloss to your floor.

What is the best maintenance schedule for a sealed floor?
Use a neutral maintainer each day to extend the life of floor finishes.
Daily: Sweep floor
Alternate Days:
>M
 op or scrub floor with Tempo HD at a dilution of 8mL/Litre of water & then buff. (4-5 days/
week)
>M
 op or scrub floor with Glokleen or Rejuven8 at a dilution of 16mL/Litre and then buff. This
provides extra wear and durability to the floor finish while also increasing slip resistance. ( 2-3
days/week)

What’s this flaky powder residue on my floor?
For more information visit
www.whiteley.com.au or call the
Product Support Hotline on
1800 833 566

Irregularity in the floor finish is uncommon and can be detected within days of the sealer being
laid. This could be because the pH is an issue, or the area where the polish is being laid is too cold
or too humid. It is advised that if you live in colder regions of Australia that you plan to seal your
floor in the warmer months of the year

